Choli Pattern Blouses

patterns for cholis can be purchased at fabric stores and online it is a simple enough pattern though and if you have a blouse pattern with short or long sleeves you can easily modify it to make a choli pattern, blouse patterns can be made from several types of fabric like brocade shimmer net georgette velvet silk tissue stone lycra or even printed materials if you plan on wearing a transparent or net saree then its best to choose a back open or stretchable patterns front open patterns are, a quick view at the top blouse pattern and saree blouse designs to have this season for wedding ceremonies https goo gl hon4dv whats in trend in saree or lehenga choli blouses either it s a, alibaba com offers 186 choli pattern products about 22 of these are india amp pakistan clothing 15 are wedding dresses and 3 are ladies blouses amp tops a wide variety of choli pattern options are available to you such as oem service in stock items, agoky women s ruffle lace belly dance blouse choli top flare sleeve tie dance cardigan shrug 6 65 6 65 14 65 14 65 free shipping on eligible orders fressia fabrics women s stretchable readymade saree blouse crop top choli 11 21 11 21 free shipping, a typical lehenga design includes but is not limited to a blouse a skirt and a dupatta also known as ghagra choli this attire is a popular wear for native of gujarati during their iconic festive season called navratri this gujarati style lehenga is generally pepped up with heavy sequins and mirror work, stylish velvet saree blouse designs for you to rock this festive season velvet blouse designs full sleeves velvet blouse designs for lehenga velvet blouse back neck designs velvet blouse designs for net sarees plain velvet blouse designs velvet blouse patterns, buy designer blouses online custom design blouses ready made blouse designs saree blouse patterns at our online shop house of blouse from india useful 15 base styles for choli blouse design over a million possibilities your search for the perfect blouse ends here design you own now on houseofblouse com see more, exclusive collection of indian celebrity sarees and designer blouses, new model design blouse stitching duration 13 48 sri net, recommended read 22 beautiful back designs for your saree blouses that will make you look all the more graceful and so we picked the finest full sleeve blouse and choli designs for all you saree lovers here are some exquisite full sleeve choli designs to help you make a comfortable fashion statement, cut out and stitch a sari blouse known as a
choli in a couple of hours most saris include a blouse piece when purchased and may have pre embellished sleeves included the choli can match or coordinate with the sari, according to fit for real people standard western patterns big 4 presumably assume a slope of 1 5 8 2 and the indian illustrations seem to indicate a more t shape finished garment shape than sloping sleeves i decided to try a couple of custom made choli blouses from house of blouse to see how an authentic fit may look like, folkwear 134 south asian tops amp wraps burmese jacket thai wrap blouse indian choli traditional sewing pattern pattern only folkwear134, pattern of blouse blouse patterns indian blouse sari blouse indian wear indian attire choli designs saree blouse designs blouse styles pair this charm with a powered blue gorgettesaree saree and look like a diva get those big silver earring you have style this up, 4 multi color zari embroidered work net lehenga choli with full sleeve blouse 5 kashmeera green lehenga with pink lace and net choli 6 pink and off white colored georgette and net embroidered lehenga choli 7 coral color lehenga choli in raw silk with zari 8 maroon tapeta designer lehenga with net choli 9, the choli style showcases a vehement pattern at the upper bust line and is somewhat necessary to hold the weight as well this is amazingly body fit and reflect your complete bodice smartly and sassily the design also matters here a lot the inverted triangle pattern at the end of the blouse is giving a perfect hourglass structure to the wearer, this kind of blouse design for lehenga appears actually gorgeous and classy it is simple to choose for this lehenga choli blouse design for most functions take a look at this fashionable choli pattern blouse design that can very easily include the pizazz element to any lehenga, this designer choli has beautiful embroidery on it too full vertical pattern embroidered jacket style blouse with open front when we are talking about trendiest choli styles we cannot just ignore the full vertical pattern embroidered jacket style blouse design it is widely loved by fashionistas currently, often called ghagra choli in north and west india this gorgeous ensemble comprises of a long skirt a choli that leaves the midriff bare and dupatta the lehenga designs range from the traditional to contemporary the circular lehenga is traditional and voluminous and is a bridal favorite, from manish malhotra to anita dongre from strappy blouses to high neck cholis discover the latest lehenga blouse design patterns for 2018 hey gorgeous weddings are once in a lifetime event both for brides and the family who wanna embrace the traditions and have a gala time, a wide variety of choli blouse options are available to you such as anti pilling breathable and eco friendly you can also choose from oem service in stock items and make to order as well as from plain
dyed embroidered and printed and whether choli blouse is paid samples there are 85 choli blouse suppliers mainly located in asia, 10 latest navratri chaniya choli blouse designs 2018 1 you can wear this raw silk blouse with a boat neck pattern and blue embroidery to absolutely any navratri party and stand out of the crowd with your serene fashion sense the back cut can also hike up your oomph factor without crossing over the line of vulgarity as you get ready to, you searched for choli blouse etsy is the home to thousands of handmade vintage and one of a kind products and gifts related to your search no matter what you're looking for or where you are in the world our global marketplace of sellers can help you find unique and affordable options lets get started, how to make pattern for sari blouse how to make pattern for sari blouse an indian sari blouse can be made from a commercial pattern tailored to fit an individuals personal measurements also known as a choli this blouse covers the upper arms and the upper chest but there are variations, in one version a tartan pattern skirt is worn with an over the shoulder plaid a white blouse and petticoat and a velvet bodice the alternative is a white dress over a petticoat together with a tartan pattern sash, designer choli blouse with embroidery top for wedding wear gold and floral print see pictures style designer top choli blouse with embroidery 1 qty designer choli blouse top with embroidery fl, blouse neck designs choli designs blouse styles saree jackets choli pattern designer blouse patterns saree blouse patterns design patterns blouse models in this website we have given a variety of collection of different sari blouse designs, you searched for choli blouse etsy is the home to thousands of handmade vintage and one of a kind products and gifts related to your search no matter what you're looking for or where you are in the world our global marketplace of sellers can help you find unique and affordable options lets get started, largest online marketplace for unique indian products readymade blouse online shopping india at cheap price party wear blouses festival blouses wedding blouses ceremonial blouses casual blouses designer blouses and petticoat, checkout designer saree blouse designs for silk plain satin netted and wedding sarees spring jardhosi kundan sequins cut work blouse designs with classy look and deep back and bare neck blouse designs with strings knots latest wedding silk blouse designs stone work saree blouse designs spring work stylish blouse, choli blouse pattern design design your blouse and generate the pattern for any size print on a3 and cut and stick your cloth, spin a tale as you don this palkhi fashion exclusive seal green silk chaniya choli highlighted with appealing designs and silk embroidery work flap layer enriched with light yello, the choli style
showcases a vehement pattern at the upper bust line and is somewhat necessary to hold the weight as well this has a great fit and reflects your complete bodice smartly and sassily the design also matters here a lot the inverted triangle pattern at the end of the blouse is giving a perfect hourglass structure to the wearer, sari bluse choli pattern blouse sewing pattern simple blouse pattern blouse pattern free sewing patterns bra pattern saree blouse patterns simple saree blouse designs saree is always worn with blouse here is the tutorial for the saree blouse saree or sari is the traditional wear in south asia especially in india, mar 11 2019 check out various designs for a saree sari blouse see more ideas about blouse styles blouses and saree blouse patterns, find great deals on ebay for choli pattern shop with confidence, lehengas bridal lehenga choli in india voonik jacket lehenga latest style choli usa lehenga lehengas choli ghagra lehenga lehengas in india myntra lehenga jackets blouses pista green with long jacket pavadai blouse patterns tamil aunties without blouse photos mallu blouse pics related posts images of blouse sleeve designs, 5 full sleeved choli pattern for wedding wear the full sleeved blouse design is a classic pattern and has been a favorite with women of all ages this lehenga choli design online is all you need to stay elegant no matter what the occasion you are sure to steal the spotlight with this luxurious style, cut out blouses the back choli design is extremely important and thus you cant ignore it just like that for blouse back designs cut out blouses are the best as they can be stitched in various designs some of the most popular cut out patterns includes circular pattern triangle pattern butterfly pattern etc off shoulder lehenga blouse, explore puja doke s board net saree blouse on pinterest see more ideas about saree blouse patterns choli designs and blouse styles, 10 suppar sleave embellished semi stitched lehenga choli blouse designs zari work blouse designs 11 banglori silk lehenga choli blouse designs this kind of blouse is used in bangalore cloth so it is known as the bangalore silk blouse you can do this type of blouse use at a wedding party or any kind of simple party, choli back design back design of blouse choli designs sari blouse designs designer blouse patterns choli blouse design dress patterns back neck designs blouse styles a blousedesign that is perfect for a bridesmaid s lehenga blousedesigns blouse newbousedesigns blouse latestblousedesigns abhinavmishra lehengacholi cholidesign, lehenga choli saree designs blouse designs 2014 style saree choli manish malhotra images sunday 18 january 2015 in the bridal lehenga section of miaindia shoppers can find a superb variety of outfits in a variety of designs and patterns buy online lehenga choli lehenga choli saree designs blouse designs 2014 style
saree choli manish, a legitimate blouse is essential for a saree or lehenga to look best on you here in this blog we can view exclusive present day and in vogue blouse designs for all pattu silk and extravagant sarees latest blouse designs for plain saree plain saree blouse designs awesome plain saree with designer blouse latest blouse designs for plain saree, just as we see the choli to be a deconstructed form of the blouse we need to deconstruct the choli bobby malik an exporter turned designer commented the choli is the most sensuous of all garments created for women it not only flatters the feminine form but also brings out the romanticism in a woman, stretch choli pattern sewing patterns cholipattern 6 00 sari green color bollywood replica saree blouse sewing pattern secrets to saree blouse making secrets to saree blouse making sewing pattern saree blouse the make a simple sari blouse diy pattern sew how to sew a blouse match an indian sari sewing embroidery the new preety women
How to Make a Choli Pattern eHow
June 7th, 2019 - Patterns for cholis can be purchased at fabric stores and online. It is a simple enough pattern though and if you have a blouse pattern with short or long sleeves you can easily modify it to make a choli pattern.

50 Different types of Blouse Designs Patterns Designer
June 16th, 2019 - Blouse patterns can be made from several types of fabric like brocade shimmer net georgette velvet silk tissue stone lycra or even printed materials. If you plan on wearing a transparent or net saree then it’s best to choose a back open or stretchable patterns. Front open patterns are.

New Designer Blouses amp Choli Designs G3fashion
June 6th, 2019 - A quick view at the Top Blouse pattern and saree blouse designs to have this season for wedding ceremonies. https goo gl hON4Dv. What in trend in Saree or Lehenga Choli Blouses Either it s a.

Choli Pattern Wholesale Choli Suppliers Alibaba
May 5th, 2019 - Alibaba com offers 186 choli pattern products. About 22 of these are india amp pakistan clothing. 15 are wedding dresses and 3 are ladies blouses amp tops. A wide variety of choli pattern options are available to you such as oem service in stock items.

Amazon com choli blouse

Designer Lehenga Ghaghra amp Choli Designer Bridal Lehengas
June 15th, 2019 - A typical lehenga design includes but is not limited to a blouse a skirt and a dupatta. Also known as ghagra choli this attire is a popular wear for native of Gujarati during their iconic festive season called Navratri. This Gujarati style lehenga is generally peped up with heavy sequins and mirror work.

Velvet Blouse Designs For Sarees Velvet Choli Patterns
February 23rd, 2018 - Stylish velvet saree blouse designs for you to rock this festive season. velvet blouse designs full sleeves velvet blouse designs for lehenga velvet blouse back neck designs velvet blouse designs for net sarees plain velvet blouse designs velvet blouse patterns.

Pin by Anita Nair on beauty in 2019 Saree blouse designs

Saree Blouse Patterns
June 14th, 2019 - Exclusive Collection of Indian Celebrity Sarees and Designer Blouses.

Blouse Cutting Method Designer Saree Blouse Choli Designs Make Measurement Steps
June 1st, 2019 - New Model Design Blouse Stitching ??????? ????? ????? ??????? ??????? ??????? ??????? ??????? ??????? Duration 13 48 Sri Net.

20 Stunningly Sexy Full Sleeve Blouse Designs To Make A
June 15th, 2019 - Recommended Read 22 Beautiful Back Designs For Your Saree Blouses That Will Make You Look All The More Graceful. And so we picked the finest full sleeve blouse and choli designs for all you saree lovers. Here are some exquisite full sleeve choli designs to help you make a comfortable fashion statement.

How to Cut amp Stitch a Sari Blouse Our Pastimes
June 8th, 2019 - Cut out and stitch a sari blouse known as a choli in a couple of hours. Most saris include a blouse piece when purchased and may have pre embellished sleeves included. The choli can match or coordinate with the sari.
Choli Blouse Block Odyssey part 2 The Overflowing Stash
June 12th, 2019 - According to Fit For Real People standard western patterns Big 4 presumably assume a slope of 1 5 8? – 2? And the Indian illustrations seem to indicate a more T shape finished garment shape than sloping sleeves I decided to try a couple of custom made choli blouses from House of Blouse to see how an “authentic” fit may look like

Amazon com choli blouses
April 27th, 2019 - Folkwear 134 South Asian Tops amp Wraps Burmese jacket Thai wrap blouse Indian choli Traditional Sewing Pattern Pattern Only folkwear134

Imgur Post Imgur Blouse designs in 2019 Blouse
June 15th, 2019 - Pattern Of Blouse Blouse Patterns Indian Blouse Sari Blouse Indian Wear Indian Attire Choli Designs Saree Blouse Designs Blouse Styles Pair this charm with a powered blue gorgettesaree saree and look like a diva get those big silver earring you have style this up ?

20 Latest Lehenga Choli Designs for Teenagers
June 11th, 2019 - 4 Multi Color Zari Embroidered Work Net Lehenga Choli With Full Sleeve Blouse 5 Kashmeera Green Lehenga With Pink Lace And Net Choli 6 Pink and Off White Colored Georgette and Net Embroidered Lehenga Choli 7 Coral Color Lehenga Choli in Raw Silk with Zari 8 Maroon Tapeta Designer Lehenga With Net Choli 9

24 Best Types Of Blouse Designs With Lehenga Saris
May 17th, 2019 - The choli style showcases a vehement pattern at the upper bust line and is somewhat necessary to hold the weight as well This is amazingly body fit and reflect your complete bodice smartly and sassily The design also matters here a lot The inverted triangle pattern at the end of the blouse is giving a perfect hourglass structure to the wearer

Top Blouse Designs Pattern for Lehenga Choli That Woman
June 8th, 2019 - This kind of blouse design for lehenga appears actually gorgeous and classy It is simple to choose for this lehenga choli blouse design for most functions Take a look at this fashionable choli pattern blouse design that can very easily include the pizazz element to any lehenga

19 Trendy Full Sleeve Blouse Designs For Lehenga
June 10th, 2019 - This designer choli has beautiful embroidery on it too Full Vertical Pattern Embroidered Jacket Style Blouse with Open Front When we are talking about trendiest choli styles we cannot just ignore the full vertical pattern embroidered jacket style blouse design It is widely loved by fashionistas currently

Lehenga Choli Utsav Fashion
June 15th, 2019 - Often called Ghagra Choli in north and west India this gorgeous ensemble comprises of a long skirt a choli that leaves the midriff bare and dupatta The lehenga designs range from the traditional to contemporary The Circular Lehenga is traditional and voluminous and is a bridal favorite

Lehenga Blouse Design Patterns Latest Designer Cholis
June 8th, 2019 - From Manish Malhotra to Anita Dongre from strappy blouses to high neck cholis discover the latest lehenga blouse design patterns for 2018 Hey gorgeous Weddings are once in a lifetime event both for brides and the family who wanna embrace the traditions and have a gala time

China Choli Blouse China Choli Blouse Manufacturers and
June 15th, 2019 - A wide variety of choli blouse options are available to you such as anti pilling breathable and eco friendly You can also choose from oem service in stock items and make to order As well as from plain dyed embroidered and printed And whether choli blouse is paid samples There are 85 choli blouse suppliers mainly located in Asia

New Chaniya Choli amp Blouse Designs for Navratri 2018
May 31st, 2019 - 10 Latest Navratri Chaniya Choli Blouse Designs 2018 1 You can wear this raw silk blouse with a boat neck pattern and blue embroidery to absolutely any Navratri party and stand out of the crowd with your serene fashion sense The back cut can also hike up your oomph factor without crossing over the line of vulgarity as you get ready to
Choli blouse Etsy
February 9th, 2019 - You searched for choli blouse Etsy is the home to thousands of handmade vintage and one of a kind products and gifts related to your search No matter what you’re looking for or where you are in the world our global marketplace of sellers can help you find unique and affordable options Let’s get started

How to Make Pattern for Sari Blouse Part 1 in English
June 11th, 2019 - How to Make Pattern for Sari Blouse An Indian sari blouse can be made from a commercial pattern tailored to fit an individual’s personal measurements Also known as a choli this blouse covers the upper arms and the upper chest but there are variations

Blouse Wikipedia
June 14th, 2019 - In one version a tartan pattern skirt is worn with an over the shoulder plaid a white blouse and petticoat and a velvet bodice The alternative is a white dress over a petticoat together with a tartan pattern sash

Choli Blouse Saree eBay
June 6th, 2019 - Designer choli blouse with embroidery top for wedding wear Gold and floral print See pictures Style Designer Top Choli Blouse with Embroidery 1 QTY Designer Choli Blouse Top with Embroidery fl

109 best blouse choli patterns images in 2019
June 11th, 2019 - Blouse Neck Designs Choli Designs Blouse Styles Saree Jackets Choli Pattern Designer Blouse Patterns Saree Blouse Patterns Design Patterns Blouse Models In this website we have given a variety of collection of different sari blouse designs

Choli blouse Etsy
February 5th, 2019 - You searched for choli blouse Etsy is the home to thousands of handmade vintage and one of a kind products and gifts related to your search No matter what you're looking for or where you are in the world our global marketplace of sellers can help you find unique and affordable options Let’s get started

Blouse Online Shopping Designer Blouses Blouse
June 14th, 2019 - Largest online marketplace for unique Indian products Readymade Blouse Online Shopping India at Cheap Price Party Wear Blouses Festival Blouses Wedding Blouses Ceremonial Blouses Casual Blouses Designer Blouses and Petticoat

Designer Blouses Saree Blouse Patterns
June 15th, 2019 - Checkout designer saree blouse designs for silk plain satin netted and wedding sarees spring jardhosi kundan sequins cut work blouse designs with classy look and deep back and bare neck blouse designs with strings knots latest wedding silk blouse designs stone work saree blouse designs spring work stylish blouse

Choli Blouse Pattern Design Cutting Master
June 5th, 2019 - Choli Blouse Pattern Design Design your blouse and generate the pattern for any size print on A3 and cut and stick your cloth

82 Best choli pattern images in 2019 Choli pattern
June 1st, 2019 - Spin a tale as you Don this palkhi fashion exclusive seal green silk chaniya choli highlighted with appealing designs and silk embroidery work Flap layer enriched with light yello

125 Blouse Designs Types Of Saree Blouse Designs for
May 16th, 2019 - The choli style showcases a vehement pattern at the upper bust line and is somewhat necessary to hold the weight as well This has a great fit and reflects your complete bodice smartly and sassily The design also matters here a lot The inverted triangle pattern at the end of the blouse is giving a perfect hourglass structure to the wearer

Choli blouse design pinterest co kr
June 11th, 2019 - Sari Blouse Choli Pattern Blouse Sewing Pattern Simple Blouse Pattern Blouse Pattern Free Sewing Patterns Bra Pattern Saree Blouse Patterns Simple Saree Blouse Designs Saree is always worn with Blouse Here is the
tutorial for the Saree Blouse Saree or sari is the traditional wear in South Asia especially in India

344 Best blouse choli images in 2019 Blouse styles
June 13th, 2019 - Mar 11 2019 Check out various designs for a saree sari blouse See more ideas about Blouse styles Blouses and Saree blouse patterns

choli pattern eBay
June 15th, 2019 - Find great deals on eBay for choli pattern Shop with confidence

Lehenga With Long Jacket Blouse imagesbox co
June 16th, 2019 - Lehengas bridal lehenga choli in india voonik jacket lehenga latest style choli usa lehenga lehengas choli ghagra lehenga lehengas in india myntra lehenga jackets blouses pista green with long jacket Pavadai Blouse Patterns Tamil Aunties Without Blouse Photos Mallu Blouse Pics Related Posts Images Of Blouse Sleeve Designs

Latest Top Blouse Designs For Lehenga Choli – Natasha Couture
June 12th, 2019 - 5 Full Sleeved Choli Pattern For Wedding Wear The full sleeved blouse design is a classic pattern and has been a favorite with women of all ages This lehenga choli design online is all you need to stay elegant no matter what the occasion You are sure to steal the spotlight with this luxurious style

Latest Trending Bridal Lehenga Blouse Designs – South
August 10th, 2017 - Cut Out Blouses The back choli design is extremely important and thus you can’t ignore it just like that For blouses back designs cut out blouses are the best as they can be stitched in various designs Some of the most popular cut out patterns includes circular pattern triangle pattern butterfly pattern etc Off shoulder Lehenga Blouse

81 Best Net saree blouse images Saree blouse patterns
June 6th, 2019 - Explore PUJA DOKE s board Net saree blouse on Pinterest See more ideas about Saree blouse patterns Choli designs and Blouse styles

Top 10 latest lehenga blouse design amp patterns styleofady
June 10th, 2019 - 10 suppar sleave Embellished Semi Stitched Lehenga Choli Blouse Designs zari work Blouse Designs 11 Bangalore Silk Lehenga Choli Blouse Designs This kind of blouse is used in Bangalore cloth So it is known as the Bangalore Silk blouse You can do this type of blouse Use at a wedding party or any kind of simple party

Blouses for Women 80 Popular Blouse Designs Catalogue
June 12th, 2019 - Choli Back Design Back Design Of Blouse Choli Designs Sari Blouse Designs Designer Blouse Patterns Choli Blouse Design Dress Patterns Back Neck Designs Blouse Styles A Blousedesign that is perfect for a bridesmaid s lehenga blousedesigns blouse newbousedesigns blouse latestblousedesigns abhinavmishra lehengacholi cholidesign

Lehenga Choli Saree Designs Blouse Designs 2014 Style
June 1st, 2019 - Lehenga Choli Saree Designs Blouse Designs 2014 Style Saree Choli Manish Malhotra Images Sunday 18 January 2015 In the Bridal lehenga section of MiaIndia shoppers can find a superb variety of outfits in a variety of designs and patterns Buy Online Lehenga Choli Lehenga Choli Saree Designs Blouse Designs 2014 Style Saree Choli Manish

200 Blouse Patterns and Designs – Front amp Back Neck
June 12th, 2019 - A legitimate blouse is essential for a saree or lehenga to look best on you Here in this blog we can view Exclusive present day and in vogue blouse designs for all pattu silk and extravagant sarees Latest Blouse Designs for Plain Saree Plain Saree Blouse Designs Awesome Plain Saree with Designer Blouse Latest blouse designs for plain saree

Choli Wikipedia
June 14th, 2019 - Just as we see the choli to be a deconstructed form of the blouse we need to deconstruct the choli Bobby Malik an exporter turned designer commented the choli is the most sensuous of all garments created for women It not only flatters the feminine form but also brings out the romanticism in a woman
Sewing Patterns For Saree Blouses imagesbox co
June 14th, 2019 - Stretch Choli Pattern Sewing Patterns Cholipattern 6 00 Sari Green Color Bollywood Replica Saree Blouse Sewing Pattern Secrets To Saree Blouse Making Secrets to saree blouse making sewing pattern saree blouse the make a simple sari blouse diy pattern sew how to sew a blouse match an indian sari sewing embroidery the new pretty women
how to make a choli pattern ehow, 50 different types of blouse designs patterns
designer, new designer blouses amp choli designs g3fashion, choli pattern
wholesale choli suppliers alibaba, amazon com choli blouse, designer lehenga
ghaghra amp choli designer bridal lehengas, velvet blouse designs for sarees
velvet choli patterns, pin by anita nair on beauty in 2019 saree blouse designs,
saree blouse patterns, blouse cutting method designer saree blouse choli designs
make measurement steps, 20 stunningly sexy full sleeve blouse designs to make a,
how to cut amp stitch a sari blouse our pastimes, choli blouse block odyssey part
2 the overflowing stash, amazon com choli blouses, imgur post imgur blouse
designs in 2019 blouse, 20 latest lehenga choli designs for teenagers, 24 best
types of blouse designs with lehenga sarees, top blouse designs pattern for
lehenga choli that woman, 19 trendy full sleeve blouse designs for lehenga,
lehenga choli utsav fashion, lehenga blouse design patterns latest designer cholis,
china choli blouse china choli blouse manufacturers and, new chaniya choli amp
blouse designs for navratri 2018, choli blouse etsy, how to make pattern for sari